Understanding the Small Business “Credit Crunch”
Perspectives from a Fed Regulator

By Julie L. Stackhouse

The financial crisis and recession have challenged many aspects of our economy over the past 18 months, including the fortunes of small businesses. Yet, history tells us that small business activity is essential to creating new jobs in our economy. And the formation and growth of small businesses depends critically on access to credit.

Businesses across the country report that credit conditions remain very difficult. In fact, the data on small loans made by banks show that outstanding loans have dropped from almost $700 billion in the second quarter of 2008 to approximately $660 billion in the first quarter of 2010.

To better understand the factors affecting small business credit conditions, the Federal Reserve held a series of more than 40 meetings across the country with small businesses, financial institutions, small business trade groups, regulators and small business support providers—including several in the Eighth Federal Reserve District. The input from those meetings suggests that there are many factors affecting small business access to credit, and that no one answer will provide the solution. What are the factors contributing to the perceived “credit crunch?”

Key Factor 1: Tightened credit standards and the procyclical effects of credit made available through automated underwriting

Data from the Federal Reserve’s Senior Loan Officer Survey suggests that standards on traditional bank loans (often called “relationship-based lending”) have tightened overall from where they stood a few years ago. (See chart.) Some bankers suggest that the tightening was long overdue; others suggest that some relaxation may occur as the economy improves. In any event, some borrowers are seeing the impact through additional collateral requirements, a greater focus on cash flow in...
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By Allen North

Recently I participated in a national event hosted by the Board of Governors as part of the Federal Reserve’s efforts to address small business financing needs. The System convened key stakeholders to share their perspectives on the needs of small businesses. Prior to hosting this conference, local events were held throughout the country to identify credit gaps in small business financing, gather information on regional differences in access to credit, and identify best practices that can be replicated in other markets.

The St. Louis Fed’s Community Development department conducted four of the local meetings in our district—in Missouri, Arkansas, Tennessee and Kentucky—but the key takeaways from the meetings were similar:

- The economy continues to be an issue for small business. Many business owners have maxed out their credit cards or their credit limit has been reduced, which was a primary source of capital for business owners. With banks cutting credit card limits, owners are finding it harder to get other types of credit.
- Stronger underwriting standards are limiting the supply of loans to small business. Financial institutions have returned to more traditional underwriting standards that are more dependent on equity and cash flow, rather than credit scores.
- The demand for small business support services and assistance from Small Business Development Centers is on the rise. Technical assistance providers report they are currently seeing a different type of client. The business owner who was the traditional bank customer is now seeking the assistance of support service providers and searching for alternative funding sources.
- The U.S. Small Business Administration (SBA) loan programs are good; however, most financial institutions have not taken advantage of the new programs and increased guarantees. Many still have the perception that SBA products require too much preparation, and monitoring and resolution of problem loans is too cumbersome.
- Creating a synergy between financial institutions and support service providers is needed to sustain small business development. A referral system and better communication is needed between the organizations.

Our Community Development team continues to work with stakeholders and community leaders to address these issues locally. This edition of Bridges highlights additional efforts to identify issues and solutions for both small businesses and the commercial real estate market.

Allen North is vice president in the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis’ Banking Supervision and Regulation Division, with responsibilities for Consumer and Community Affairs.
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analyzing creditworthiness, the requirement for more equity in the proposal or a request for personal guarantees. For some borrowers, these conditions cannot be met.

Tightening credit conditions have been seen not only in relationship-based credit; they are also revealed in the cost-efficient credit generated through automated underwriting systems used by some larger banks. These systems have emerged over the past 15 years and rely on models that are driven primarily by credit scores. Some forms of automated credit are unsecured, such as credit card lines. Other forms are supported by collateral, and frequently, by commercial real estate. Credit generated through automated underwriting mechanisms tends to be procyclical, meaning more credit is available during strong economic times, and less credit is available during periods of economic stress. If a borrower’s credit score has declined, or the value of the collateral reduced, then the credit line may be reduced. Some banks using these models have introduced “second look” programs. Those denied credit under the automated system may appeal the decision such that they receive second evaluations.

Key Factor 2: Weak loan demand on the part of healthy, established businesses

Credit supply conditions are not the only contributing factor. The demand for credit on the part of healthy, established businesses is also weak. Bankers associated with healthy financial institutions indicate that they have adequate funds, or liquidity, to make loans to creditworthy businesses. However, bankers report that most applicants are seeking to renew existing loans, and there is still little in the way of new money lending for capital investment or business expansion. Businesses cite concern about economic recovery and the direction of government policies.

Key Factor 3: Bank health

While healthy financial institutions generally have adequate funds for lending, those institutions in weaker financial condition face capital constraints, human resource constraints, and concern about regulatory reaction to expanded lending. Presently, 829 of approximately 7,800 financial institutions are on the FDIC’s problem bank list. In general, these institutions are experiencing severe asset quality problems. The losses associated with problem assets have impacted capital. To maintain regulatory minimum or even higher required ratios, these institutions may attempt to raise new equity capital. Often, though, investors are unwilling or unable to accept the risk of the investment. Thus, the institution’s alternative course of action is to shrink assets, either
through the sale of assets, sale of branches, or lack of renewal of maturing loans.

These institutions typically face human resource constraints, as well. Substantially more employee time is deployed in working with troubled borrowers, making less time available for marketing and extending new credit. In today's environment, many of these same institutions are actively attempting to reduce concentrations in commercial real estate loans. Such risk reduction efforts can detract from the ability to extend new credit.

Finally, institutions in troubled condition face heightened regulatory review standards. Typically, the financial health of the institution is examined twice each year. Understandably, the institution's board of directors and management become increasingly reluctant to take on additional risk because of the fear of regulatory criticism. To mitigate unfounded concerns, regulators have issued guidance to examiners in the areas of small business lending and commercial real estate loan workouts.

Key Factor 4: Size and limitations of Small Business Administration programs

Some borrowers unable to qualify for bank credit may qualify for credit under programs sponsored by the Small Business Administration (SBA), and in particular, the loan guarantee programs. These programs are designed to help small entrepreneurs start or expand their businesses. Loans are originated through bank and nonbank lenders, and the SBA guarantees a specified portion of the loan. Some lenders also use the 504 Fixed Asset Financing Program, while a few use the SBA's Microloan Program. The latter program is made available through nonprofit, microloan intermediaries.

This second “tier” of credit has been important for small businesses in recent months. SBA lending has been stimulated through special funding allocations, an increase in guarantee authority and fee waivers—all of which have helped lenders make loans that otherwise might not have been funded. Not unexpectedly, as temporary supports are discontinued, the volume of new loans also declines.

Banks see opportunity for streamlined and faster SBA loan processing, an SBA guarantee program for loan refinance that no longer meets bank criteria and packaging assistance for the 7(a) program, similar to what is available for the 504 program. Some banking organizations believe more borrowers would qualify for SBA programs if they had access to technical assistance to aid them in development of such critical documents as business plans and cash-flow analyses.

Key Factor 5: Credit gaps for those not meeting bank or SBA criteria

For small businesses not meeting the traditional criteria of banks or the SBA, other alternatives are limited. Community Development Financial Institutions (CDFIs), which provide credit and financial services to the most distressed communities, provide one possible loan source to fill this gap. Credit unions have also met some of the need. Other specialty lenders, such as venture capital funds, are typically less accessible to the “Main Street” small business because of the relative sophistication required to draw the interest of these funds. In many cases, these very small and often new businesses have turned to personal unsecured resources, such as family and friends, home equity lines of credit and credit card lines. Employment, housing and credit conditions have reduced these already limited sources.

So, where do we go from here?

While many conclusions can be drawn from the information gathered at these 40-plus meetings, I would offer a few personal observations:

1. In general, healthy banks have funds to lend and sufficient capital to support new lending. Creditworthy borrowers unable to obtain credit from their current banks may wish to consider other bank alternatives.
2. If the borrower cannot meet bank credit standards, financing through the Small Business Administration could be considered. Many, but not all, banks are able to facilitate this financing, and sometimes, the borrower will need technical assistance from small business support providers to meet the credit documentation standards. More can be done to encourage banks to engage in small business lending and to form partnerships with small business support groups. Ongoing funding of the SBA and small business support groups will be critical to long-term success.

3. Some borrowers, especially very small businesses, may not qualify for either bank or SBA credit. These borrowers have typically relied on family and friends, credit card lines and home equity lines of credit because of the riskiness of their business operations. Such funding sources have undoubtedly shrunk over the past few years.

This credit gap may be the most difficult to fill, and a public policy decision on stimulus for this sector may be necessary. Sam's Club's program, which is bringing credit to small businesses through the indirect use of an SBA pilot program, is one example of an innovative effort to disperse credit. (See related article on page 6.) However, this program is capped, and any major
As Goes Small Business, So Do the Conditions for Commercial Real Estate

By K.C. Conway

It’s no secret that since Q4 2007, the U.S. economy has been mired in a “cascading economic recession.” The seeds of this recession were a hybrid of over-leveraging and over-building earlier in the decade, which germinated artificial economic demand in the form of expanded homeownership, elevated home prices, inflated commercial real estate (CRE) values, excess commercial construction, and elevated consumer confidence and spending. These new sprouts then branched out with foliage in the form of employment growth and near-record small business formations.

Strong sales and readily available credit were the nutrients feeding this plant growth.

So, what happened? Answering this question will be the basis for academic papers into the next decade. In the interim, elected officials, policymakers and economists are wrestling to develop effective strategies now to arrest job loss, stubbornly elevated unemployment, declining real estate values and the expanding ripples of this recession.

This article is not intended to proffer policy answers; rather it is intended to aid in understanding the linkage between the health of small business and commercial real estate. One observation that should be clear from the key small business and CRE metrics that follow is that deciding how to address the woes of either small business or commercial real estate in isolation is a bit like trying to answer the question: Which came first—the chicken or the egg?

Let’s explore this relationship by working the problem backward, from the present-day conditions. An examination of a few metrics establishes the inter-relationship of small business and commercial real estate. We’ll call this the “Top 10 Correlations List,” if you will, between small business and commercial real estate:

...Correlations #10, 9 and 8: Access to credit, government regulation and employee costs (such as health care)

These are three metrics that tend to have material impacts on both small businesses and commercial real estate. Recognizing that most commercial real estate development—especially residential—is dominated by small companies (those with less than 500 employees), commercial real estate developers and owners alike are small businesses. To the extent that credit is limited, employee costs are high, and government regulations are onerous (at both a local and national level), commercial real estate and small businesses struggle to grow.

...Correlation #7: “Poor sales”

According to a 2010 survey by the National Federation of Independent Businesses (NFIB), “poor sales” was the problem identified most (29 percent) as number one by small businesses, followed by taxes (21 percent) and government requirements (15 percent). It follows that if businesses have weak or declining sales, those businesses will not occupy as much CRE space, and why this factor is closely correlated to both small businesses and commercial real estate.

...Correlation #6: Office commercial real estate occupancy and business bankruptcies

Data compiled by office CRE industry trade groups report that approximately 30 percent of all business bankruptcies involve a small service-related business occupying space in an office building or business park. As business bankruptcies have climbed, the national office vacancy rate has climbed to 18 percent.

...Correlation #5: Retail commercial real estate occupancy and business bankruptcies

Data compiled by small business and retail industry trade groups report that between 40 percent and 45 percent of all business bankruptcies involve space in a retail center. Similar to our last factor, as business bankruptcies have climbed, the national retail vacancy rate has risen to 12 percent—and it exceeds 14 percent in more than half of the nation’s 100 most populated MSAs, according to CBRE-Econometric Advisers and International Council of Shopping Centers (ICSC).

...Correlation #4: The small business optimism index and CRE space

As seen on the accompanying chart, the NFIB Small Business Optimism Index has plummeted from a peak of 107.7 in Q1 2005 to 88.1 at Q2 2010. At the same time, demand for CRE space, measured in the form of net absorption, has been negative.

...Correlation #3: Personal bankruptcies and small business sales activity

As personal bankruptcies rise, fewer consumers have disposable income to spend. A rise in personal bankruptcies is then typically followed by a rise in business bankruptcies. That correlation has held through this recession. Personal and business bankruptcies have been rising in the most populated 180 U.S. MSAs for six consecutive
quarters (according to the U.S. Census Bureau and the Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta’s Commercial Real Estate Market Spotlight).

...Correlation #2: The ratio of small business employment to job growth
According to the International Council of Shopping Centers (ICSC), 9 percent of non-farm employment in the U.S. is tied to non-anchored retailers in the nations’ 104,000 shopping centers.

And...the #1 correlation that demonstrates the interrelationship between small business and commercial real estate: overall job growth
It is not coincidental that business bankruptcies have increased, and commercial real estate values declined as unemployment has remained elevated at or above 9.5 percent.

While the culmination of these metrics demonstrates that small business and commercial real estate are indeed interconnected, the virus adversely impacting both small business and CRE is job loss. If employment growth were to re-establish, unemployed consumers would have income again to spend, and employed consumers would have more confidence in the sustainability of their income. This increased confidence would in turn result in increased consumer spending; increased consumer spending would translate to improved sales—the number one issue cited by small business. Improved sales would result in fewer small business bankruptcies, and fewer small business bankruptcies would then eliminate 75 percent of the increase in retail and office vacancy.

The other piece of this puzzle is credit. In the current environment, both small business and commercial real estate credit is constrained. Small business credit is recessed largely because of a lack of demand. If businesses are primarily worried about poor sales, they are not inclined to expand or utilize lines of credit. There is also a tiered structure of credit for small business. A material percentage of small business utilized credit cards or equity in their homes to fund inventory and receivables. As those sources of credit have contracted (100 million fewer credit cards at Q2 2010 than at Q1 2009), and home values declined, the second-tier of small businesses without other collateral (plant, building, equipment, inventory, etc.) cannot access credit to survive or grow. The challenge for commercial real estate is different. CRE values have declined 45 percent from their 2007 peak (Moody Commercial Property Index), and are still declining. Banks have elevated CRE concentrations, and the capital markets remain largely closed to CRE, with only $5.0 billion in estimated C.M.B.S. issuance in 2010 compared with $234 billion at the peak in 2007. Therefore, the problem with credit to CRE is a concentration of CRE loans in banks and a “refi-gap” created by declining values.

In conclusion, attacking the credit, weak demand and excess supply challenges confronting small business and CRE in isolation will likely prove ineffective. Small business and commercial real estate are intertwined in much the same way as the chicken and the egg. Employment is the common thread. Re-establish employment growth, and the tide of demand will rise for both small business and commercial real estate.

K. C. Conway, MAI, CRE, is a commercial real estate subject matter expert at the Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta.
Growing the Pie: Nontraditional Lenders Aim to Increase Opportunities for Small Businesses

By Amy B. Simpkins

The traditional model of small business lending relies heavily on banks, credit card companies and other intermediary institutions to find and underwrite borrowers based on standardized processes and risk modeling as a primary basis for giving out credit. Analyzing a borrower’s creditworthiness is streamlined, so that transaction costs are lowered, and risk is limited.

Many market segments, however, experience either real or perceived barriers to access with traditional lending. Further, relying on standardized underwriting may make credit unaffordable or unattainable if borrowers have weak credit history.

Nontraditional service providers are attempting to respond to what they see as increasing market demand that is not being met by commercial banks and the traditional model of small business lending. Fueled by changes in technology that allow for advances in online loan transactions and payment services, nontraditional financial service providers claim to increase access to credit for small businesses worldwide. Two new business models for small business lending are emerging—one relying on interpersonal relationships to allocate credit, and another based on unique partnerships between lenders and retailers.

Peer-to-peer lending

The hallmark of peer-to-peer (P2P) lending is that borrowers and lenders are directly connected and negotiate credit terms favorable to both parties. On Internet-based P2P sites, borrowers share personal and financial information about themselves, and individual lenders decide whether to contribute to borrowers’ loan requests. The online format of these products means that anyone who has a computer and the Internet can apply for, or invest in, P2P loans.

Popular P2P sites include Kiva, MicroPlace, Lending Club, Prosper, Zopa, Loanio and others. According to an interview conducted with Prosper CEO Chris Larsen by staff at the Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco, P2P was a $647 million industry in 2009, expected to reach $5.8 billion by this year.

P2P lending typically falls into one of two categories: consumer lending or international microfinance. Consumer loans, such as those offered by Lending Club and Prosper, can be used as sources of credit to small and microbusiness owners to finance their operations. Kiva and MicroPlace focus on international microfinance, where investments are directed to low-income entrepreneurs across the globe. Both consumer lending sites and international microfinance sites emphasize the double bottom-line return for such investments, either as an economic driver for our nation’s economy or a poverty-alleviation strategy for developing countries.

In both categories, loans are usually underwritten by multiple individual lenders until the loan is fully funded. Once originated, lenders receive a pro rata share of principal and interest payments until the loan reaches maturity or the borrower defaults. Structures of these loans vary greatly across sites, with online platforms typically serving as brokers of the loans or originators of the loans.

For a comprehensive explanation of P2P lending, read the working paper on this subject created by the Center for Community Development Investments at the Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco (www.frbsf.org/publications/community/wpapers/2009/wp2009-06.pdf).

Retailers in the game

As the economy begins to
recover, small businesses have started to look for sources of credit to fund expansion. Unfortunately for the smallest businesses—five employees or less and revenues less than $500,000—credit is often unavailable through traditional lending models used by commercial banks. Sam's Club, a division of Wal-Mart Inc., recognized that most of its customers fall into this category. In light of growing demand, Sam's began examining alternatives that would increase credit availability for its small business members.

The result is a pilot program to offer loans of up to $25,000 to qualifying Sam's Club small business members. These loans are offered through a partnership with Superior Financial Group (Superior), a nonbank Small Business Lending Company (SBLC) authorized by the Small Business Administration (SBA). The program will primarily rely on the Community Express program to originate loans targeting minority-owned, women-owned and veteran-owned small businesses, as well as micro-entrepreneurs.

Superior’s offering of the SBA Community Express product is similar to an unsecured credit card. Superior has developed an online application, which is user-friendly and provides information and tools to educate applicants on different types of loans, overall creditworthiness, and how to improve their chances of loan approval. Normally, the application can be approved in minutes, and the borrower is contacted within days to set up loan closing. While the applications are prequalified through an automated underwriting process, some discretion is applied during the review process.

Superior Financial Group reports that approximately 45 percent of applications have been approved for an average loan amount of $9,500. The pilot status of these programs is important because that statute limits the total number of loans made under all SBA pilot programs. For example, if 70,000 SBA loans were made nationally this year, no more than 7,000 pilot program loans (including Community Express, Export Express and Patriot Express) can be made this year. In order to ensure that the SBA does not exceed this statutory limitation, each lender originating loans in the pilot programs cannot close more than 200 loans a month.

Representatives from Sam’s Club and Superior Financial Group report that demand for these loans is far exceeding expectations. Where initially 100 applications were expected a month, in July 2010 alone more than 2,500 applications had been received.

The impact of nontraditional lending

Nontraditional lending to small businesses has implications for a host of diverse stakeholders—federal state and local policymakers, financial regulators, community development groups, consumer advocates, and financial institutions alike.

Policymakers and regulators must ensure that alternative products and services do not include high fees and other predatory practices. Borrowers and investors need to be fully aware of the risks involved with such products and pay careful attention to disclosure statements and prospectus information. Some things to note may be whether FDIC insurance applies or which, if any, industry or bank guarantees may or may not be applicable.

In particular, when considering P2P sites, borrowers applying for consumer loans need to be mindful of the cost of credit, just as with any other form of unsecured debt. Ian Galloway, investment associate with the Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco, explains. “This (P2P lending) expands consumer credit access but it can be an expensive option, with interest rates as high as 36 percent in some cases.”

Allen North, vice president in the Banking Supervision and Regulation Division at the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis, notes that, “demand for small dollar credit is evident.” But “the risk-return tradeoff may be one reason why more banks and other SBA lenders do not participate significantly in programs or partnerships like that of Sam’s and Superior.” But he offers that if expan-

Amy B. Simpkins is assistant manager at the Little Rock Branch of the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis.
Reader Poll

Which of the following items do you believe could have the most impact for ensuring access to financing creditworthy small businesses?

- Encouraging private-sector innovation: Broader usage of "second look," "loan-for-hire," and other innovative credit programs on behalf of financial institutions.
- Undertaking regulatory solutions: Greater Community Reinvestment Act (CRA) consideration for community development loans, program-related investments, or grants that increase access to lending capital, loan-loss reserves, loan packaging and technical assistance.
- Enhancing public-sector support: Increasing support for federal program solutions, such as via the SBA, the CDFI Fund, the New Markets Tax Credit program, etc.

Take the poll at www.stlouisfed.org/community_development. Results are not scientific and are for informational purposes only.

The previous poll focused on restructuring and retooling for the future, and asked: What practices are you pursuing to maintain sustainability or build capacity?

Based on 26 responses:
- 27 percent said collaborating with other organizations
- 4 percent said merging with another organization
- 8 percent said reducing the number of services or programs offered to our clients
- 4 percent said reducing expenditures, downsizing, furloughs
- 25 percent said looking for new funding sources
- 9 percent said tightening lending standards
- 15 percent said pursuing innovative, new business models
- 8 percent said using technology and/or social media

Summary Available for Second Policy Dialogue

Eight videoconference sites and more than 500 people convened Aug. 26 to hear from national experts on the topic of Addressing the Achievement Gap and Fostering Community Leadership, the second in a series of public policy dialogues in the St. Louis Fed’s 2010 Exploring Innovation lineup. Donna Ford, Ph.D., a professor of Education and Human Development at Vanderbilt University; Jean Horstman, president and CEO of Boston-based Interise; and Douglas Scarboro, director of the Office of Talent and Human Capital and educational liaison for the City of Memphis, presented both current perspectives and remedies for change for closing the “achievement gap” in educational arenas, as well as those in business, municipalities and society. An online video of the conference, as well as summaries of the sessions, will soon be available on the St. Louis Fed’s Exploring Innovation site at www.exploringinnovation.org.

St. Louis Fed, Fannie Mae Offer Foreclosure Resources

The St. Louis Fed will soon update its web-based Foreclosure Resource Center, which contains valuable information for consumers and communities. The site, located at stlouisfed.org/foreclosure, will offer information on the recent loan modification and scam alert news conference held at the St. Louis Fed, along with the six facts to know about loan modification scams. Also on the site will be up-to-the-minute news, regulatory policies and speeches regarding foreclosure and mortgage topics. An updated foreclosure mitigation toolkit for communities has already been added.

In August, Fannie Mae launched a new website, KnowYourOptions.com. This site offers detailed consumer information via videos, testimonials and step-by-step recipes for keeping homes out of foreclosure.

CALENDAR

OCTOBER

5

Sponsor: Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis, Louisville Branch
www.stlouisfed.org/community_development

13

FedFocus: Findings from the FDIC’s Small-Dollar Loan Pilot Program—Louisville, Ky.
Sponsor: Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis, Louisville Branch
www.stlouisfed.org/community_development

26

Keys to Building Business Through Microenterprise—Bowling Green, Ky.
Sponsor: Partners for Entrepreneurial Advancement in Kentucky
www.peakky.org

NOVEMBER

3

Sponsor: Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis, Louisville Branch
www.stlouisfed.org/community_development

3

Perception is Everything: Cultural Differences in a Local Diverse Business Environment—Louisville, Ky.
Sponsors: Hispanic Latino Business Council, Tri-State Minority Supplier Development Council (TSMSCD) and the Louisville Branch of the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis
HLBC@greaterlouisville.com

DECEMBER

10

Public Policy Dialogue: Tapping New Sources and Exploring New Models for Community Development Finance—St. Louis, Little Rock, Louisville and Memphis
Sponsor: Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis
www.stlouisfed.org/community_development

16-17

NCIF Annual Development Banking Conference—Chicago, Ill.
Sponsor: Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago
www.ncif.org

14

Sponsor: Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis, Little Rock Branch
www.stlouisfed.org/community_development
Attention Bridges Readers!

Are you on our e-mail list to receive meeting invitations and other notifications that are often sent exclusively via electronic mail? If you’re not sure, check these recent e-mail notices, which were distributed from the Fed’s community development offices during the past couple of months.

If these don’t look familiar, or if you’re simply receiving a forwarded e-mail from a colleague or friend, you might be missing out on opportunities to attend free or low-cost professional development meetings and other career-enhancing information specific to your region. Don’t take chances—confirm or update your contact information today and get the freshest information firsthand from the Fed. Simply contact the appropriate administrative representative for your zone (below) with the following information:

Your Name
Your Title
Your Organization/Affiliation
Your Address (Street, City, Zip)
Your Phone Number
Your E-Mail Address

Attention Bridges Readers!

Save the Date for the Third Biennial Exploring Innovation Conference in St. Louis!

Join us for the 2011 Exploring Innovation Conference to learn more about innovative business models in community development finance and to explore new opportunities. Participate in an exchange of ideas that will reshape the practice of community development finance, and engage new partners that will collectively lead us on a journey toward collaboration, recovery and sustainability.

Presented by the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis in partnership with the Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta, the Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas and the Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis.


May 9–11, 2011
Chase Park Plaza | St. Louis, Mo.
MEDI Loan Programs Assist Kentucky Business Owners

The Minority Economic Development Initiative (MEDI) was established more than 20 years ago in Hopkinsville, Ky., to create and support an environment where all minorities can participate in economic opportunities. MEDI assists small business owners with business planning, financial packaging, feasibility assessments, pre- and post-technical counseling, procurement and certification assistance and much more. After 20 years of service, MEDI has now become MEDI of Western Kentucky, Inc., a 501(c)(3) organization covering four Area Development Districts. In February 2009, MEDI, in partnership with Christian County government, re-established its microloan fund for new or existing businesses.

Loans are provided to low- and high-risk clients based on a sliding scale. Loans range from $2,500 to $10,000. The first microloan was for the expansion of the Hopkinsville Child Development Center from an in-home daycare to a licensed commercial daycare. The development center is the first bilingual based facility in the region. It focuses on a dual language program through cultural activities, games, songs and books whereby children develop oral language skills in both English and Spanish.

Hopkinsville’s Minority Economic Development Initiative is dedicated to serving all small business owners through education, training and financing. To find out more about MEDI, visit www.medi.hopkinsville.com or call 270-885-8885.

Montrose, Ark., Takes a Strategic Approach to Growing Businesses Though Access to Microcredit

Mayor Larry Coulter knows that financing small businesses in rural Arkansas is not easy. But he also knows growing locally owned businesses is critical to a successful economic development strategy for a rural community like Montrose, Ark., with a population of only 492. That is why he has developed a step-by-step strategy to encourage entrepreneurship that includes regional collaboration, increased access to technical assistance and access to microcredit.

Working with the surrounding Delta communities of Portland, Parkdale and Wilmot, Coulter has formed the Montrose Regional Commerce Project aimed at supporting existing microenterprises and growing new entrepreneurs. The project has established a resource center—a modified business incubator that includes training facilities, operating and meeting space, and technical capabilities such as Internet access. A broad scope of technical assistance and training is available through the resource center, from Internet marketing and bookkeeping to business analysis.

The hope is that through increased technical assistance and training, businesses will be positioned better to apply for and secure microcredit through SBA and USDA Microloan Programs. So far, this strategy appears to be working with one loan closed using the SBA Microloan Program in neighboring Hamburg, Ark., to expand a photography business, and five others from the region already in the pipeline. In addition, an outreach strategy is under way to educate local lending institutions on the importance of microcredit to the region’s businesses.

Information about business development in Montrose, including subscription to its newsletter, is available by e-mailing att.mrcp@yahoo.com.

Minority Business Microloan Program Available in Mississippi

The Minority and Small Business Development Division (MSBDD) of the Mississippi Development Authority (MDA) is offering the Minority Business Microloan program with the goals of job creation and assistance to certified minority and women-owned businesses in Mississippi. The loan funds can be used for inventory purchase, working capital, machinery or equipment. It cannot be used as gap financing or along with any other type of financing.

The Minority Business Microloan is made for a maximum of seven years in amounts that range from $2,000 to $35,000. The interest rate is 4 percent above the Federal Reserve discount rate. Those applying must be creditworthy and able to repay the loan. Also, they must not be in default of any previous loan from the state or federal government. The

To learn more about technical assistance available to small businesses in rural Arkansas, visit www.altconsulting.org or www.sba.gov/localresources/district/ar/index.html. To learn more about federal microloan programs visit www.sba.gov and www.rurdev.usda.gov.
industries that can apply are manufacturers, warehouses and distribution centers, and retail.

The mission of the Minority and Small Business Development Division is to enhance economic development by providing technical and financial assistance to minority, women-owned and small businesses so they can compete more successfully for government and commercial contracts.

For additional information, contact MDA’s Financial Resources Division at financial@mississippi.org or 601-359-3552. For assistance on becoming a certified minority- or women-owned business, contact MDA’s Minority and Small Business Development Division at minority@mississippi.org or 601-359-3448.

Operation Bootstrap Spreads Seed Grant Funding in Southern Illinois

Entering into its third year of existence, Operation Bootstrap has extended $177,000 of seed grant funding through a microfinance program established by the Delta Regional Authority, seeks to engage new ventures through a training program where participants develop skills necessary to launch and sustain the operations and activities of their new businesses. Each entrepreneur successfully completing the training program is eligible to apply to receive up to $3,500 in grant funding to invest into the development of their enterprises.

Operation Bootstrap has graduated 133 participants from the program, 55 of whom have received seed grant funding. “The impact our graduates are having upon the region is significant,” notes Robyn Laur Russell, director of the Southern Illinois University Entrepreneurship Center. “The seed grand funding provided by Operation Bootstrap not only enables individuals to turn their own business plans into reality, it also creates an investment in the local economy of southern Illinois, and we are beginning to see job creation in several of our cities as a result of the program.”

For more information about Operation Bootstrap, visit its web site at www.operationbootstrap.biz.

Kentucky License Plate Contest to Benefit Small Businesses

To emphasize the important role that Kentucky’s small and microbusinesses have, the Kentucky Commission on Small Business Advocacy and Partners for Entrepreneurial Advancement in Kentucky Inc. (PEAK), a statewide, non-profit 501(c)(3) organization dedicated to microenterprise development, are coordinating a specialty small business license plate competition. Recognized as an innovative community development idea in the St. Louis Fed’s 10,000-Hour Challenge, the competition, which runs through Nov. 10, is open to any small Kentucky-based business with 50 or fewer employees. Proceeds collected from those purchasing a small business specialty license plate will be used to fund small business and entrepreneur development programs in Kentucky. For more information, go to www.peaky.org/licenseplate.aspx.
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expansion would require additional funding.

Small businesses face constraints on their access to credit. The Fed’s outreach sessions have made it clear the issue is complex and multifaceted. Consequently, it will take innovative approaches and must be attacked from many angles. The entrepreneurial spirit, which is indicative of most small businesspersons, is going to be critical for those entities to come up with solutions—whether private or public, for profit or nonprofit, or a consortium of parties working in concert—to provide credit.

Julie L. Stackhouse is senior vice president over Banking Supervision, Credit and the Center for Online Learning at the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis.

ENDNOTE
1 When a bank experiences severe asset quality problems, regulators may require higher levels of capital to absorb the additional risk on the balance sheet.

On July 12, 2010, the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, hosted a forum entitled Addressing the Financing Needs of Small Businesses in Washington, D.C., which served as a capstone to the 40-plus meetings held throughout the country earlier in the year. Transcripts, as well as video and audio clips, from the capstone event are now available on the Federal Reserve Board’s web site at www.federalreserve.gov/events/conferences/2010/sbc/default.htm. The session is also available on the Board’s YouTube channel at www.youtube.com/FedReserveBoard#p/a.

Only Online

In addition to the print version, each issue of Bridges offers articles that are exclusively online. These articles expand on topics in the current issue. Online articles for the fall issue of Bridges are:

New Quarterly Data Provide Timely Analysis of Banks’ Lending to Small Businesses – What are the Trends?

Trends in SBA Lending; Product Reviews by Eighth District Bankers